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As the final CFUnited is only 15 days away I want to share some memories from the last 12 years of
CFUnited and CFUN. If you have some special memories please share them here too!
The first one in 1999, DCCFUC'99 ColdFusion User Conference, I remember staying up to 2 or 3
am coding the website, emailing about the event and phoning the Dinowitzes who seemed to be up
at all hours too. Come the day seeing 900 CFer filling (and overfilling) the room at NIH was
amazing. I was feeling nauseous as I got on the stage to speak - I had only spoken at smaller user
group meetings before - but after a few minutes I just felt the rush and excitement. Thought I do
recall drinking a few beers that night to recover!
We changed the name to CFUN-2K the next year (CFUC-2K seemed a bit too naughty a name!) and
that was the last year at NIH with 9/11 happening and security clamping down there. We moved to a
local Holiday Inn and I remember trying to walk in the corridor at CFUN-04 in a sea of people
going passed the vendor booths. It was time to find a larger location.
In '05 CFDynamics, New Atlanta and other advisory board members helped us upsize the event to
be CFUnited-05 - new branding, new website, new location in Bethesda. We also opened up the
speaker selection with the board too. The event was fun with Simon Horwith organizing a dunk the
CF speaker for charity booth. And some local CFers who were in a band playing rock music into the
night. And so many more speakers, including a memorable keynote from Joel Spolsky and a new
gold sponsor Microsoft. Plus the Host My Site waiters serving bottled water in white suits.
We stayed in Bethesda for a few years before trying DC convention center - not my best idea as the
event was lost in the enormous space. But the Steve Nelson cream pie fight in the hotel parking lot
was a blast to watch!
Back to the suburbs, this time Virginia near Dulles airport - easier for the 50%+ of attendees who
come from outside the DC metro area to get to. And what a nice location with pools, spa and golf
courses. But most important finally a hotel that could deliver wifi that worked most of the time in the
large rooms!
So what are your CFUN memories?

